WELCOME TO ISSUE 11
Welcome to the first edition of Skipper’s Scoop for this year. As always, you’ll find it’s jam-packed
with great articles, interviews, photos of life at Lowther and much, much more! We hope you have a
cracking good read. Maybe you’d like to have a go at writing an article for our next edition?
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At Lowther there is always something going on—and that’s exactly how we like it! We start
this issue of the Scoop with an insight in to what one of our many topic workshops are like.
Here, Y3’s Luna and Finely give us the inside track on their Caveman visitor!

Year 3 Stone Age Caveman Visitor
In the autumn term Year 3 had been learning about the Stone Age. We had a
special visitor from the Stone Age explain about what life was like there and
how he lived! Caveman Jack showed us how to make a trap, so you could
catch a woolly mammoth, then he pretended to be a mammoth and we had
to lure him into our own traps!

Caveman Jack showed us some of his tools,
and he said flint was the best to use on weapons and tools because flint is
powerful. We also learnt about the sabre tooth tiger and its teeth. Did you
know its mouth can eat a whole human head!?! At one point Jack pretended
to be a sabre tooth tiger and tried to catch some children. We also found out
you can make a shoe with leather, but you can also use it as a bag. It was
really good fun and I think everyone liked caveman Jack!
By Luna and Finley 3R
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We love putting on shows at Lowther and so Christmas time is always a real treat.
Nursery, Reception , Year 1 and Year 2 all put on their very own special Christmas
shows. And what truly brilliant shows they turned out to be!

Willow was a
Our show was Countdown To Christmas.

wonderful Maurice The
Mule in the EYFS show

It was such fun!
By Elias

I was Mary in the
Year 2 Nativity.
I sang a solo!
Khianna
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I was a spider
in our show.
Rufus

I loved being
a snowflake
doing ballet!
By Jia-Yun
I sang into a
microphone.
Florence
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Internet safety is crucial to so many aspects
of our life. In Year 3 we talked about how
much time we spent on line and it was many
hours. We decided that the most important
point is to tell a trusted adult if you see
anything that makes you feel
uncomfortable, unsafe or worried.

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

This is the best website with
lots of fun games and
Information about e safety.

1) Don’t post any personal information onlin
number.
2) Think carefully before posting pictures or
3) Once you’ve put a picture of yourself onl
download it, it’s not just yours anymore.
4) Keep your privacy settings as high as poss
5) Never give out your passwords
6) Don’t befriend people you don’t know
7) Don’t meet up with people you’ve met on
suggesting you do
8) Remember that not everyone online is wh
9) Think carefully about what you say before
10) Respect other people’s views, even if yo
need to be rude

If you see something online that makes you
website, turn off your computer if you wan

I never give my real name
online. I never tell anyone
my address or school on
line. Otherwise people can
see where you live and
find you.
Toby 4P
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TOP TEN TIPS

ne – like your address, email address mobile

videos of yourself.
ine most people can see it and may be able to

sible

One other important point is that Facebook, Instagram & Snap
chat have age limits for a reason. The adverts are age appropriate and so if you lie about your age you may see things that are
inappropriate. Also people may try to contact you as they think
you are older than you are. Only apply for an account if you are
the correct age.

nline. Speak to your parent or carer about people

ho they say they are
e you post something online
u don’t agree with someone else’s views doesn’t mean you

u feel uncomfortable, unsafe or worried: leave the
nt to and tell a trusted adult immediately.

Watch out for people that can be rude
to you on the internet. I always go on
the computer with an adult. I only go to
websites I know. I use google but I do it
carefully. Ada 3R

My dad helps me when I am on line.
I use the internet for homework.
Sometimes I have a look at
thinkuknow. I always type in ‘for
kids’ after the word I am looking up.
Then I know what I find will be appropriate. Catherine 4G
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What’s Computing
3D Printing
Thanks to our amazing PTA, Lowther have
got our very own 3D printer. Not many
schools are lucky enough to be able to say
that!

A vase, designed by
Andrew I in 6P, printer on the
Lowther 3D printer

We run a 3D modelling club on Friday mornings where years 5 and 6 are producing their
own 3D models and then printing them on the
printer. This is what two of the members of
the club had to say about it

We have printed our own designs
(including name tags and keys) and
downloaded things from the internet
to print. This is a model of the
Hatshepsut Sphinx.

“We design models using Sketchup, a
free thing for modelling that can be
downloaded from the internet. You
start off from a basic level and everyone in the club has printed a name
tag. Then we are allowed to let our
imagination run wild and we can
make anything (including ducks). The
longer you stay in the club the more
skilled you get. We learn to use new
tools, the latest one is the follow-me
tool and groups.

As well as building our own model and printing them. We have also
been looking at how the printer works. The printer is high tech . It melts
plastic to make new pieces. It takes it time by printing models in layers,
one on top of each other, but its worth the wait. Members of the club
like watching while it prints, like they are watching a new movie.
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g like at Lowther?
We used shapes to create pictures with
different textures.
I changed colours by increasing and
decreasing the saturation.
Lolly

I created my own Sponge Bob image by
inserting graphical shapes using the PowerPoint software.
Harry A.

It was really fun but quite challenging
to design a school out of various
shapes and images.
Will
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The Big Inter
Take-Over Day is a bit of a tradition at Lowther and it always turns up some weird and wacky lessons planned and taught
by the children. This year was no exception, with Oliver Waterman (PhD) of Year 6 turning his hand to a bit of Chemistry.
Skipper Scoop caught up with the young scientist to find out a little bit more about his interest in the study of matter and
the chemical changes that matter undergoes.
Skipper Scoop: You recently did a chemistry lesson for Take Over Day. What made you decide to teach chemistry?
Oliver: Well, I’ve always liked science, especially chemistry. My dad used to work in a lab and I just thought it would
be a good opportunity to teach science.
SS: Can you remember when you first started taking an interest in science?
Oliver: I don’t really know. Maybe I started in year 1 because that’s when I started science club. I’ve been to that club
every chance I’ve had, because you learn a lot. So I’d probably say Year 1.
SS: So you’re never too young to start (Mr Ripley will be pleased to hear that)! What did the lesson that you taught
year 6 entail?
Oliver: I basically made a purple solution by adding some red cabbage to a jar of water over night. In the classroom I
gave the class some different household chemicals (vinegar, lemon juice, washing power). They had to use the
pipette to add drops of the chemicals to the cabbage water and record the results. The cabbage water changed
colour depending on if the chemical added was acidic or alkaline.
SS: Sounds like a fantastic lesson! How did it go down with the year 6 children?
Oliver: I think the lesson went well. The rest of the class seemed to really enjoy it and were all engaged.
SS: We were in the lesson and there were definitely lots of ‘Ooohs and Arghhs’, so I would say it went very well. Next year you’ll be leaving Lowther to head
off to the big wide world of secondary school. What are you looking forward to doing there in terms of science?
Oliver: I haven’t been to my dad’s lab as he doesn’t work there any more, so I’m looking forward to working in a proper lab. I’m also looking forward to doing
more advanced experiments and using specialist kits like bunsen burners and acids.
SS: Are the sciences something that you might want to take up as a career or read at university?
Oliver: Yeah maybe... I haven’t really thought that far ahead, but I enjoy it and am interested in it, so it’s a possibility.
SS: What is it about science and chemistry that really interests you?
Oliver: I like the hands on element of science and doing experiment. Sometimes it goes to plan and some times you need to adjust. I like to see how things
change over time and chemical reactions.
SS: Are there any tips you could give to any budding Einsteins or Brian Coxes out there?
Oliver: Keep trying , if it doesn’t work out first time round- try it again because sometimes it doesn’t work out how you want it to. If you keep at it you’ll get
better and the better you get the more fun it is- especially when you experiment with different things. Just remember, it should be fun!
SS: Quite right! Is there any equipment that might help get you started?
Oliver: I think you need proper equipment; it doesn’t need to be expensive, but it needs to be able to do the job. I buy ‘Horrible Science’ kits. They do kits for
young people. Just get the basics and then you can keep adding and improving on what you’ve got later on.
SS: Oliver, thank you so much for your brief history of time. We’re sure the readers will get a big bang out of your interview. Everyone should keep an eye out
in the future for this young chemist as he fills his Boots (other pharmacists are available) with scientific knowledge.
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rviews with…
After joining Lowther two years ago, Miss Newbery has worked in lots of different
year groups from Year 2 to Year 6 and has been a familiar sight on our playing field
and astro pitch, teaching children P.E. She runs the Netball Club and wanted to tell
Erisa and Jadine — in Year 5 — all about her love of the game.
Question 1: “Do you enjoy teaching netball?”
“I love to teach netball, it’s such a fun sport that everyone can get involved in. There
are many things that sports teach you, such as the importance of teamwork and the
satisfaction of achieving a goal, or simply having fun with your friends.”
Question 2: “Do you hope to play in tournaments in the future?”
“Yes, definitely. I was lucky enough to meet some of the other local school coaches
at the recent basketball tournament who would love to set up a tournament in the
spring term. Every single one of the girls/boys that come to netball have put in so
much effort and have come along way with all their hard work and enthusiasm.
Whether it’s a netball tournament between a few local schools or being part of an after-school football club, it’s still a great thing to be a part of.”
Question 3: “Did you play netball when you were at school”?
“When I was at primary school, netball was a huge part of my growing up. I used to
play three times a week and was lucky enough to play for my county and represent
the Isle of Wight. I loved netball but not for the obvious reasons - for me I really enjoyed hanging out with my friends. There were many times during winter months I
wanted to quit but I’m so grateful to my coach who persuaded me to carry on.”
Question 4: “Why did you decide to teach netball at school?”
“A big part in choosing to run the club was my love for netball when I was your age. I
also started netball when I joined Lowther to get to know all of you.”
Question 5: “What are the benefits to playing netball and what does it teach you?”
“ Netball teaches people so much more than the sport itself - being a member of a
netball team teaches skills that people can take with them into their wider world of
school. I could go on and on with a list of benefits, there's quite a few! Firstly it’s a fun
sport to enjoy and make new friends, it improves coordination skills, increases competitiveness, it helps us to learn to work as a team.”
So what are you all waiting for, come along and join in! If you would like to join Miss
Newbery’s Netball Club, please check availability with the school office.
By Jadine Conteh & Erisa Sala
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At Lowther we all love a challenge and a chance to tickle our brains with a problem
or puzzle. Why not get your thinking hat on and give these a go?
Some letters of the alphabet are missing from
the circle. Can you use the missing letters to
find the name of a type of food?

Sudoku is a cool number puzzle.
They started in Japan.
They are a bit like a crossword, except there are numbers missing
instead of letters!
For this Sudoku, each ROW must have the numbers 1 to 4. Each
COLUMN must also have the numbers 1 to 4. And each 4 square
mini grid must also have the numbers 1 to 4.
Give it a go!!

I migh
t use a
pencil
and h
ave a
rubbe
at the
r
ready.
Makin
g mist
akes
and n
oticin
g whe
I’ve go
re
ne wr
ong is
part o
f the f
un!

If you thought that was too easy…
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In this issue, for our 1 Minute
Challenge, we have Miss Tittle
Ready, get set, go....!
Favourite colour? Blue
Favourite sport? Rowing
Favourite singer? Beyoncē
Favourite actor? Eddie Redmayne
Favourite person? My Mum
Favourite lesson? Art
Favourite book? Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Favourite movie? Princess Diary’s 2
Favourite place to go on holiday? Australia
Favourite meal? Pizza
Favourite author? Roald Dahl
Favourite season? Spring
Favourite school? Lowther

Time’s up!
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The Gruffalo’s Child by Julia Donaldson
This book is about the Gruffalo’s child who wants to find out if the big bad mouse really
exists. She creeps out of her den and tries to find the big, bad mouse. She runs into the
woods and meets a snake, owl, fox and a mouse! The mouse tricks the Gruffalos child into
thinking there was a big bad mouse, by casting an enormous shadow from the moon. The
Gruffalo’s child was very scared and ran all the way back to her dad, safe and sound! I
would recommend this book to younger children as it’s really fun to read together. I rate it
3 stars out of 5. Happy reading!

Rousseau age 7.

The Secret Kingdom, Unicorn Valley by Rosie Banks.
This book is fiction. This book is about three people that are called Summer, Ellie and Jasmine. They help their friend Trixie to fight the King’s bad sister, Queen Malice . They have
a magic box that lets them travel to the secret kingdom. I recommend this book to children because there are lots of fun adventures. It is suitable for age six and over because I
don’t think younger children could read all of the words. I rate this book four stars out of
five. Krissa aged 6

The Teeny Weeny Tadpole by Sheridan Cain and Jack Tickle.
This book is about a tadpole meeting other animals and going off by himself. His mother tells
him ‘that you will turn into a frog, just keep on jumping!’ Off he went on an adventure around
the pond, he kept on jumping and finally he turned into a… frog! I would recommend this book
to little children because it will make them happy and will cheer them up. I rate the book 4 stars
out of 5. I hope you enjoy the story as much as me! Manha 6 years old.

BOOK GENRE OF THE MONTH IS...Historical
Historical fiction is any book where the setting is located in the past when life was a bit different to
today. Loads of brilliant writers have written historical fiction, including Michael Morpurgo’s ‘War
Horse’, Jaqueline Wilson’s ‘The Lottie Project’ and Imogen Rossi’s ‘The Last Apprentice’ collection.
Reading historical fiction is great for anyone who loves history and learning about the past because
not only are you reading great stories but you are also learning new facts too.
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The BFG is a good film, but let me tell you about it. There is a girl called Sophie.
She lives in an orphanage. One night Sophie can’t sleep. She looked out of the window and saw the BFG. The BFG kidnapped Sophie. He took her to where he lived. I
will tell you what happens next! He shows Sophie something it was amazing. I am
telling you the end of the story now Sophie and the BFG lived in Buckingham Palace with the queen. The end. I give this film 5 stars. Maddy aged 5.

Trolls the movie is an exciting movie to enjoy with your family. The trolls are exciting fun creatures but
when some big bag trolls come and do not know how to dance sing or be happy so they ate the trolls.
Princess Poppy was born and she was the most special troll she was a magical troll. King Gristie was a
magical troll and princess Poppy’s father. But troll branch never sang or danced or was happy he was
wondering about the big bad trolls. Then one of the big bad trolls came and found the trolls and caught
some of the trolls so Princess Poppy went to save them. I give this film 5 stars. Bibi 1P.

Wow, what a brilliant play. I wonder where to start. Do you like a bit of magic? This is the play for you.
Aladdin gets tricked by an evil person called Abannaza. He gets caught in a giant sand cave that won’t let him out. All of a sudden Aladdin rubs a lamp. Out of nowhere a blue cloud appears… Also he experiences his mother being mean and throwing
him out. Aladdin gets caught by the police looking at a beautiful princess. At the end when Aladdin gets married. His mum
wears a washing machine on her head! All of the music are covers of famous pop songs. The play was on at the Lyric Theatre.
We highly recommend this play and we give it 5 stars.
Lolly and Erisa aged 10 and 9.
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A letter to Santa
Dear Father Christmas,
My name is Josie and I am seven years old. I live in Barnes in a warm house with my mum, dad and
brother. I think I have been very good this year.
This year I have done some nice things. I have helped some one get up when they have fallen over. I
have made some one feel better when they were sad.
I love Christmas because of the yummy food you get, the family you don’t have a chance to see in the year and the
presents you get from Santa.
How many fairies do you have in total? Do you get any presents? What elves do you have?
Love Josie
Josie, Maple

A retelling of the opening scene from A Christmas Carol
Scrooge stared solemnly out of the crack of his door to where his clerk, Bob Cratchit, was
sitting copying out letters. A weathered look on his face suggested that he was not particularly enjoying this task and would much rather be doing something else.
“Ungrateful humbug!” Scrooge thought. “If he’d rather be out on the street, so be it.” He was
about to open his mouth to shout an insult when the door banged open.
“A Merry Christmas to you Uncle!”
Scrooge ignored this. Why did he care?
“Oh, don’t be so glum. Christmas is a time for joy,” the voice shouted again.
“Bah, humbug!” Scrooge grunted.
“Christmas a humbug? Surely you don’t mean that, Uncle?” the nephew shouted, his cheery
voice evaporating.
“I do. Buying presents when you’re dying of hunger? What right do you have to be happy? You’re poor enough,”
Scrooge shouted.
“Come on,” the nephew returned, “why do you have to be sad? You’re rich enough.”
Scrooge, who was rather taken aback by this, could think of no answer, so instead he said, “Bah,” which was followed by “Humbug!”
Maya, 5N

A prank that was missed by The Twits
Money Mona sat alone in he7r bedroom plotting a devious prank to play
on Mrs Twit. As she sat, clutching her teddy bear tightly, Mona thought
of a fantastic fiendish prank. The cunning girl went stealthily downstairs
and opened the forbidden drawer and got out a remote control spider.
She quietly placed the spider in the bathroom and grabbed the bathroom key and waited for the
right moment.
Suddenly Mrs Twit slid into the bathroom. As soon as she started to pull down her dress she noticed the spider. She
shrieked a terrible shriek. She tried to get out but Mona locked the door. Mona controlled the spider and freaked
Mrs Twit out! Just then she opened the door and let her out. She spent the rest of the day being chased by a Twit.
Maya, 3R
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A Diary entry from Oliver Twist
Luckily, I was let out today by my new master Fagin. So me and Artful Dodger
headed out, I was so happy to get out of that smelly room. Jack pulled me into
an alley, a dark one too. He told me that he saw our “prey”. I didn’t know what
he was talking about, but he told me it was that old, bald, wrinkly man dressed
in fine clothes. Then I realised he was about to pickpocket him! He slithered, almost exactly like a snake, and carefully pulled out a handkerchief.
But then the man realised that his handkerchief was missing. He shouted at Jack and he ran like
lightning… so did I. But I completely lost Jack. I ran faster than I knew I could. Slowly, a mob of
angry people formed. They shouted and swore, but I still ran. Ten people turned into 30 people into 50 people. Nearly the whole town was after me.
I was caught… but luckily the guy Jack pickpocketed was pretty nice. I was in court for about two
minutes before Mr Brownlow (the guy) took me home. I was so happy he did that because I don’t
think I’d want to sleep with Fagin and the boys. I’m glad I was saved, because I think Mr Brownlow
knew I wasn’t the one who pickpocketed him.
Alexander Sand, 4P

Creative writing in response to a picture
The grey brickwork wall loomed above me. I touched it and a cold, wet shiver passed
through me. It was a rainy late-autumn day, the 5th of November to be precise.
Suddenly a loud yet beautiful firework went off and a shocked cat tumbled down,
mewing. It had sleek, soft, golden fur. It had fallen from a neighbouring house to
mine. The top window had its lights on while all other windows were as dark as night.
There were a lot of mighty trees around and it possibly could have been climbing before its fall.
The cat needed to be returned as it began mewing in the sense that it was scared.
Water began splashing on my hand and then a gush went into my mouth, leaving a horrible taste. I
coughed and spat it on to the soaking ground.
Andrew Innes, 6P
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At Lowther we compete in many different sports, but what it’s like being part of a squad that represents your
school? Four children from Year 6 tell you how it feels to represent the school at Sport after they took part in
the Borough cross-country competition at Richmond Park.
When I was told I was going to be a runner for the cross country I was filled with joy. I knew it would be a difficult task, but this
wasn’t my first time as I had already represented the school a few times. But there was something different about this cross country; we had to run around Richmond park! Then I started to worry because I wasn’t sure I could do that, I wasn’t sure I could run a
kilometre and a half.
Getting there was a bit of an adventure, as we climbed onto a Saint Paul’s mini bus Mr Pritchard started up the engines. We
lurched back and forth during the journey but as we arrived in the parking lot we were ready for full steam ahead. As we arrived
we put all of our belongings in the Lowther tree - a tree for Lowther participants in the cross country. We all got a number- mine
was 104 - and got ready for the big race. The girls went first and we all cheered them on. While we were waiting for the girls we
climbed up onto a fallen tree, another primary school was on top of the tree but there was no sign that said the tree was theirs so
we climbed on any way. Then in the distance we saw Amy she was the first girl from Lowther Primary School so we ran over to the
finish line to see her arrive. A few minutes later Ella appeared in the distance and we all started cheering on, as her speed increased she passed the finish line. Then came the other girls.
Then it was time for the boys. I walked up to the starting line and waited for the whistle to blow. As it blew, all of the boys pushed
each other but I ignored them and just steadily jogged on. Later, I caught up with Eshan and Sami but I had been in front of them
for most of the race then Eshan explained to me that Sami fell and he had to help him up. After that I was overtaking a tall boy but
as I did so he pushed his sturdy elbow at my nose, I felt something warm trickling down my mouth and immediately knew what it
was: blood! So I grabbed my sleeve and pressed down on my nose for a few seconds, and luckily, it stopped as soon as it started,
so I kept on going. A few minutes later I was able to catch a glimpse of my class mates cheering me on so I started sprinting and
before I knew it, it was done.

Running around Richmond Park

There are lots of lovely parks in London, but the largest of all the Royal Parks is our very own Richmond
Park. As a school we are very good at getting daily exercise and enjoying sports but have you ever gone
for a walk, run or kite session at Richmond park? It’s great being outside to get exercise and a run or cycle
around Richmond Park means you will see lots of nature—maybe even a deer or two!
So, get your trainers on, grab an adult and get using this fabulous park on our doorstep.
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When I was told that I was picked for cross country we immediately had to start to practise. We started by running
around the park 7 times and seeing how fast we could do it. I felt nervous for it but remembered it didn’t matter what
place I came but that I tried my best . Due to representing Lowther a couple of times I knew what to expect however I
hadn’t been to a running tournament as serious as the one I was about to arrive at. The tournament was held at Richmond Park and while arriving Mr Prichard really struggled with trying to park the minibus! The number of schools that
were there was hypnotising and my nerves kicked in. I never went to the Richmond park cross country before and I knew
that the people who were competing were going to be outstanding. We had to run round Richmond Park against 28
schools and race against 180 people per race. Up first was the girls so we went up to the starting line; it was really nerve
racking. As I heard ready steady go I zoomed down the hill. The length we had to run was approximately 1.5km which is
basically the daily mile and a bit extra. We just had to run and run non-stop until we crossed the finish line. Out of 28
schools Lowther came 8 th! During the race I was so tiered but I just kept going. After we finished it was the boys turn to
start the tiring race. The boys did really well and they were super speedy. I would definitely do it again and it was so much
fun.

Being picked for the Cross Country on my last year felt amazing! It also gave me an opportunity to represent Lowther.
When it was the day of the race, there was a lot of nerves and pressure to do well for the school and it would also be
my last chance to
participate in it.
When it actually came to the race, the girls had to go first. There were 180 girls in the race which made it very packed
at the start line. We had to run 1.5km which may not seem very far but it felt like 100km! During the race, there were
deep puddles and steep rocks. When I got near the end I felt exhorted but hearing the boys cheer me on gave me a
sprint finish.
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Takeover Day was a chance for me to
do all the jobs Miss Tania does. In
fact, I WAS MISS TANIA!!
Here are some photos of some of the
other children that took part in
Lowther’s TAKEOVER DAY

AIMEE GREEN
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